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Chapter

1.

Introduction
One of the hottest buzzwords in the information technology industry today is
client/server. Yet, do we really understand what client/server means? Numerous
articles have been written describing certain solutions to specific business
requirements. Many readers do not find it easy to grasp the concept behind
client/server computing. Even a reader well versed in client/server related lan
guages is not guaranteed an easy time. This technology bulletin attempts to
demystify client/server computing by addressing the following fundamental
questions.

■ What is client/server computing? How does it affect CPAs? What are the
characteristics of a client/server system?
■ What are the basic components of a client/server system?
■ What is cooperative processing? When does cooperative processing
become client/server computing?
■ What applications are being run on client/ server systems?
■ What are the benefits and pitfalls of client/server computing?
■ What are the future trends and directions for client/server computing?

What Is Client/Server
Computing?

CPAs are encountering client/server systems in their organizations and at their
clients’. As more and more organizations are discovering that they can reduce
their computing costs by off-loading processing from the mainframe to more
affordable, smaller machines, the use of client/server systems has become
widespread. Chapter 4 describes some of the applications CPAs are discovering.
The client/server environment is one of the fastest growing opportunities
in the information technology industry and yet it lacks an agreed-upon defini
tion. The term means different things to different people. Various systems with
different architectures have been called client/server systems. Vendors often use
the term as if it only applies to their specific product packages. Client/server may
mean a particular set of hardware or software that runs on a local area network
(LAN); or distributed applications; or open systems; or perhaps electronic mail
(E-mail). Although these definitions capture aspects of client/server computing,
there is a broader view.

Vision/Concepts

Client/server is a vision or a concept of computing utopia as seen from the end
user’s viewpoint—not that of the system or the application. In a client/server
environment, data are manipulated at the user level. Client/server computing
can be considered totally user-driven, and the client/server environment can be
envisioned as a multivendor, multiproduct, multiapplication implementation.

Paradigm/
Characteristics

A client/server system is one in which one or more clients and one or more
servers, along with an underlying operating system and interprocess communica
tion system, form a composite system allowing distributed computation, analysis,
and presentation. Clients may be running on heterogeneous operating systems
and networks to make queries to the server(s). The server has control over the
data; however, true clients can have private data residing at their workstations.
1
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More narrowly defined, client/server is a paradigm for designing and imple
menting applications and data along distinctive business processes. These
applications, data, and presentations may be placed on the same processor or dis
tributed to other processors in the network. Client/server computing can also be
implemented across different hardware or operating system software platforms.
As the name implies, clients and servers are separate logical entities that work
together over a network to accomplish a task. A client/server system divides func
tional requirements into front-end (client) and back-end (server) processes.
Basically, the server is a specific set of hardware and software configurations
that store shared information for manipulation by networked clients. Any proces
sor, from microcomputer to mainframe, can be a server processor. A server can
service many clients at the same time and regulate their access to shared
resources. A server is passive. It does not initiate conversations with clients
although it can act as a client of other servers. Characteristically, a server —
■ Waits for and accepts client messages.
■ Presents a defined abstract interface to client.
■ Maintains the location independence and transparency of client interface.

A server may be on a LAN, wide area network (WAN), or a mainframe, and
possibly may access a local or remote database. Servers often perform
resource-intensive processing, so server processes are typically allocated to
high-performance processors.
The client is the networked information requestor with resources that are
non-shared or dedicated, usually a personal computer workstation, that can initi
ate requests for service with the user interface. Typical client functions are to —
■ Display the user interface.
■ Perform basic input editing.
■ Format queries to be forwarded to the server processor.
■ Communicate with the server.
■ Format server responses for presentation.

Client and server can be considered loosely coupled systems that interact
through a message-passing mechanism. The message is the delivery mechanism
for the service requests and replies. Clients always initiate a dialog by requesting
a service, and servers dutifully reply.
The location of the server is irrelevant and therefore transparent to the
client, which means service requests from the client can be redirected as neces
sary. One example is the nation-wide toll-free 800 number for customer services.
A customer call made in New Jersey at 8 o’clock in the morning may be served by
one server; a call from Florida made at the same time may be served by a differ
ent server. A call made in New Jersey at a different time of day may be served by
yet another server. The user does not care where the server is, as long as he or
she gets the requested information.
Client/server is not hardware-dependent, nor is it considered a single prod
uct or architecture. Any hardware/software configuration change in the server is
transparent to the client as long as the published message interface is not
changed. For example, client/server systems can be scaled either horizontally or
vertically without affecting the clients. Horizontal scaling means adding or
removing client workstations; vertical scaling occurs when the server processor or
multiservers are upgraded or are moved to bigger capacity processor(s).
Interoperability, or the capability of an application on one platform to use the
data generated by applications running on another platform, is another charac
teristic of the client/server system. Although interoperability is an open system
2
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requirement; nonetheless, it is also one of the concepts usually considered essen
tial to implementation of a client/server system.
Figure 1.1 below illustrates both the open nature—full server platform
transparency—and the client-controlled aspects of the client/server model. The
application, running on the client machine, requests data or services from exter
nal servers and presents them in user-defined formats. Neither the type of
platform employed as a server nor the type of networking protocol is important
to the user or the application.
Figure 1.1
Client/Server System Model

Application
Development
Tools

Gateway
Local Area Network

Business Process
Applications

Data/Print Services
Packaged Software
Client
Server
Personalized Information
"PULL" Environment

Adapted with permission from an IBM presentation.
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Four Basic Components of a
Client/Server System
Using a client/server system is easy; the tasks of designing and building one can
range from simple to complex, and there are a number of things to consider to
make sure you are heading in the right direction. The following are the four
basic components in the client/server system:

1.
2.
3.
4.

End-user interface
Network
Data repository
Application development

Each component can be a lengthy discussion by itself. This chapter presents
short descriptions that should not be mistaken for a full explanation of these
extremely complex components. The sections that follow are intended to merely
summarize the components.

End-User Interface —
Graphic User Interface

A client/server system is user-driven. This characteristic is provided by an enduser interface, such as a graphic user interface (GUI), that gives the user a
consistently tailored system view. For instance, an end user at the corporate head
quarters and an end user at the departmental level both request a year-to-date
gross amount for corporate sales. By accessing the same data with different
presentations, the end user at the corporate headquarters gets the year-to-date
gross amount for the entire corporation, while the end user at the departmental
level receives the year-to-date gross amount for his or her department. This capa
bility is attributable to the end-user interface facility, which provides seemingly
endless possibilities for user interface using a variety of choices and options with
fonts, colors, icons, lines, markers, arcs, areas, graphics, character fonts, etc.
The GUI tools available on the market that can be used to customize the
user interface include OS/2 Presentation Manager, EASEL, Borland C++ with
Application Frame Works, Object PM, and Ellipse. A number of GUI tools, such
as OS/2 Presentation Manager, provide application programming interface
(API)-based support for CD audio, musical instrument digital interface (MIDI),
audio amp/mixer, and videodisc. Now, even sound becomes an option. The pos
sibilities are endless.

Network

A network is a system within which information is transferred. Networks can be
classified according to their geographic coverage. LANs serve a single building or
a campus of several buildings. Metropolitan area networks (MANs) serve the
entire city or a metropolitan area. WANs serve larger areas, such as states or
countries. Protocols specify the rules for communication. There are many proto
cols in existence today such as Ethernet, Token Ring, IEEE 802.2, TCP/IP,
NetBIOS, SNA, DECnet, NetWare, and AppleTalk. All can be implemented with
client/server systems. Each of these network protocols requires a suitable level of
network management to ensure the integrity of the communications and data.
The essence of a client/server system network is connectivity in a multiven
dor, multiproduct environment. Several large networks have been
interconnected, forming an internetwork, a connected series of network seg-
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ments, known as the Internet (ARPANET, MILNET, NSFnet, CSNET, Cypress Net,
etc.), a step closer to the vision of client/server. Because of TCP/IP’s role in
internet connectivity, it has been used worldwide today and become the de facto
client/server industry standard.
TCP (transmission control protocol) and IP (internet protocol) are the two
best-known members of the Internet protocol suite, which was created by the
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) in the mid 1970s. TCP is a
typical transport layer protocol. It controls data flow, handles errors, and ensures
that packets are received reliably and in the correct order. IP is a network layer
protocol that routes information through an internetwork. IP uses information
contained in routing tables to determine optimal routes through the internet
work. Internet protocols dominate environments in which many different
computer platforms must be connected on the same network.
Client/server became possible because of recent exponential increases in
data communication speed. These increases are expected to continue increasing
in the future, further easing the transition to the client/server vision.

Data Repository—
The Information Model

The data repository is made up of two basic parts:
■ The repository schema, often referred to as the information model
■ The repository data, in which the enterprise keeps its data

Currently, the following data repository models are in use in client/server system
models: 1) centralized repository, 2) distributed repository, and 3) segmented
repository.
Centralized Repository

This is the traditional data repository implementation of the legacy system (for
example, a traditional mainframe system) on which corporate data are stored in
a centralized repository with a high-speed, high-capacity host processor and a
large direct access storage device (DASD), which serves multiple applications
within the organization. Suppose a small remote client requests a special search
using a terminal display to a server with a centralized data repository, which
houses two million records. The server will respond to the request by sorting
through the records and sending only those that are relevant back through the
network to this remote client.
If the repository becomes a critical information source, the centralized
repository can become a bottleneck, a single monolithic repository management
system through which all requests must be channeled. In order to resolve this
problem, distributed repository implementation becomes a viable alternative.
Distributed Repository

A distributed repository spreads the information and computing load over a
number of computers in order to distribute workload and avoid the creation of a
single point of failure. In the distributed repository environment, a single client
request is divided into multiple requests for processing against individual servers.
The results of these multiple requests are aggregated into a single logical reposi
tory and then communicated to the client user as if they were local data. This
approach solves the problem of data redundancy by eliminating the single cen
tral repository. When updating a distributed repository, the readiness of each
server must be verified; then the client commits the changes to all servers.
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Segmented Repository

In this design, there are multiple corporate repositories; each is accessed by cer
tain designated applications. For example, corporate repository model X can be
accessed by the applications A, B, and C. Corporate repository model Y can be
accessed by the applications D, E, and F. The purpose behind this configuration
is to provide the most effective information delivery. Since application D is
designed to access certain information, which is stored in corporate repository
model Y, it has no need to access other information, which is residing in corpo
rate model X.
Database Management

The flexibility that is inherent in the client/server system demands a focus on
database management. Relational database management systems (RDBMS), such
as IBM DB2, ORACLE, and IDMS/R (meaning, a networked emulation rela
tional), work better with the client/server system. Since many client/server
systems provide ad hoc query service, hierarchical databases can negatively affect
system performance.

Application
Development

Clients and servers can be implemented in any kind of operating system, with any
programming language or database, and any kind of user interface. This flexibility
provides a challenge in client/server system application development. A compre
hensive application development environment is crucial to the success of a
client/server system. Building and maintaining these more complex distributed
application architectures brings a whole new set of challenges to the system devel
oper. These include understanding the new technologies involved, acquiring new
skills, and managing distributed application environments. Today, the challenges
to organizations are to start the process, become familiar with the new technolo
gies, and embrace the new tools required to support client/server solutions.
The client/server model is perhaps most easily described by comparison
with the traditional mainframe model. In the traditional mainframe environ
ment, data are stored and applications run on the host computer. Users log on to
the computer using a nonprogrammable terminal display and run applications
via a teleprocessing interface. The terminal adds nothing to the processing
except some formatting of fields and possibly simple data-type validation. This
model applies equally to transaction-processing applications on an IBM main
frame or time-sharing applications on a VAX or UNIX machine.
In the client/server model, the user’s desktop device plays a greater role; to
a greater or lesser extent, the application can be considered to be running on
the desktop rather than on the host server. This requires an intelligent device,
normally a PC or other programmable workstation, to play the role of initiating
and driving the process with specific tasks delegated to each server.
As previously mentioned, today, most client/server development products
have elaborate user-interface tools that do a great job of building graphical
screens quickly. The sizzle of these tools has sparked a widespread perception
among buyers that solving the GUI problem solves the client/server problem.

Building attractive, easy-to-use visual displays that accommodate different levels
of users is certainly important, yet it is only the most visible part of the
client/server application development. Data management is too often over
looked, in spite of its direct impact on system performance — the way tools work
with server database engines.
To provide maximum effectiveness, client/server development tools must
not only build attractive and portable GUI front ends, they must also allow devel
opers to build in the performance, integrity, and concurrence required by
6
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on-line production applications. This invariably requires giving the developer
access to the unique features of server database engines. As client/server applica
tions move from the pilot state into production, development tools will be
challenged to provide multiple locking models, control over transaction defini
tions and stored procedures, and trigger integration. Development tools must be
well integrated with the database management system (DBMS) server in order to
provide these capabilities. Although fully supporting a single DBMS is relatively
easy, providing portability across databases, as client/server tools must, is a much
bigger challenge. Client/server applications should also fully utilize the RDBMS.
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Cooperative Processing
Very often, we read that cooperative processing is synonymous with the
client/server system. Although the two are related, and client/server does
require cooperative processing functions, client/server is a far more inclusive
concept. So, what is cooperative processing? When is cooperative processing not
a client/ server system?
Cooperative processing is one of the techniques that can be used for
client/server implementation. Cooperative processing is a distributed processing
system that involves two or more processors. One of the processors is a front-end
processor, meaning a PC workstation, devoted to the user interface, and the user
is presented with the image of a single application. Cooperative processing can
be viewed as an application-to-application connectivity with each application hav
ing its own database files that can be shared through application-to-application
interface and accessed by the end user. Cooperative processing implies that the
data repository system massages data before the workstation gets the data. The
workstation does the presentation. The question is: When does cooperative pro
cessing become client/server? Cooperative processing becomes client/server
when the interface is so well defined that a single client can access multiple het
erogeneous servers in the same way.
In the client/server system model, cooperation between a client and server
is required to complete a logical unit of work. Although the client/server system
model always implies cooperative processing, the reverse is not necessarily true.
Cooperating computers could be peers at any level, either at workstations,
servers, or hosts, and more than two computers can be involved. The common
scene of cooperative processing involves a client/server interaction between a
workstation and a server or host computer.

Types of Cooperative
Processing

Although the idea of splitting an application is fairly simple, several different sce
narios are possible depending on how and where the split occurs. If an
application is viewed as comprising three layers (user interface, process, and
data), then the consequences of splitting the application in the middle of a layer
or between layers can be considered. The following five different client/server
applications, which are illustrated in Figure 3.1, result:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Distributed user interface
Remote user interface
Distributed process
Remote database
Distributed database

Depending on the direction of the flow, a given functional unit can, at each inter
mediate stage, be a server to the requesting function, and then become a client
as it passes on requirements to the next server.1
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Figure 3.1
Client/Server Configurations
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Applications of Client/Server
Computing
As the client/server technology matures, an abundant source of opportunities
arise for CPAs to develop applications in their own organization, or for their
clients. According to a recent survey by Dataquest Client/Server Systems Group,
general productivity applications, such as word processing and spreadsheets,
were the most popular applications implemented on client/servers. Management
and administrative applications, meaning executive information systems, account
ing, and general ledger packages were second. Graphics/animation/imaging
applications, such as document management, desktop publishing, and multime
dia, were third, followed by sales and marketing, which include decision support,
quote generation, and contact management programs.2
More and more companies are turning to client/server applications to
replace their mainframe systems. Ken J. Johnson, a vice-president and corporate
controller at Motorola, reports that by removing work from two mainframes, he
cut his budget for computing by millions of dollars per year. He reports that
there is more to be gained than simple cost cutting.
Johnson oversees the 3,000 workers worldwide who report Motorola’s finan
cial results through the company’s corporate finance department. Reporting
used to be processed on a mainframe, a task that took six days out of every
month. Data from the departments that were located far from the mainframe
had to be mailed to headquarters and keypunched into the computer. There
were 10,000 keypunching errors for every 750,000 data entered.
Everything changed when the work was switched to a network of PCs scat
tered all over the world and linked to a server running a financial software
package. All employees now enter their numbers directly and can analyze their
own budgets. The financial reporting process now takes only two days out of each
month, and quality has improved as the number of errors dropped to 1,000 for
every 2.7 million data entered.3
In addition to financial reporting, companies are using client/servers to
achieve higher performance and greater data access. CSX Transportation, for
example, employed client/server computing to help streamline its order process
ing and customer service department. The result was a significant reduction in
data-entry errors and increased responsiveness to customers with an overall sav
ings of $30 million per year in personnel, paper, and warehouse costs. In another
instance, Breuners Home Furniture created a client/server retail merchandising
system to serve more than nineteen retail outlets and two distribution centers.
The result was more responsive customer service, reduced data-processing costs,
and lower staff training costs.4
Library services is another emerging area for client/server computing.
Since much of the information in an organization cannot fit neatly into a rela
tional database, document management has become an emerging area. Users
want to manage these documents, retrieve them based on keyword searches, and
collaborate with other users. Lotus Notes is the premier commercial example of
client/server technology applied to document management and group collabo
ration. The Notes application can be customized based on user needs. Text,
images, and sound can all be integrated into Notes databases. Data are dupli
cated automatically between servers to optimize response time from users and
minimize communication traffic. Benefits of utilizing client/server architecture
for library services include the sharing of expensive server resources, simplified
development, and scalable server solutions.5
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Imaging is an increasingly popular application for client/server networks, a
success that is attributable to —

■
■

The cost justification established by comparing costs for processing and
storing paper documents with the cost of electronic storage.
The industry’s reliance on standards and integration with leading
spreadsheets, word processing systems, and graphics programs.

In addition, the technology has become affordable, since the equipment used for
imaging, meaning scanners, optical disc drives, and so forth, has become com
modity-based standard computer equipment.6
Finally, an increasing number of analysts are designing applications that are
mail-enabled. E-mail systems provide integrators with a natural way to integrate
custom applications into department work flow. For example, a user can com
plete a custom purchase authorization form and forward it to a mail server. An
application running in the mail server could implement a business policy that
approves anything under $100 and forwards requests for purchases over $100 to
a human supervisor.
E-mail-based client/server applications have some unique advantages. Email can be used between systems in different environments. Since mail operates
on a store-and-forward basis, the system can be used even if some of the users are
disconnected from the network. Continuous connection to the network is not
required.7
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Chapter 5.

Benefits and Pitfalls of Client/Server
Computing
Whereas previously the software for performing corporate jobs such as account
ing, budgeting, and project management were all inside one big, expensive
mainframe, client/server systems now offer organizations the ability to distribute
processing and data across networks using powerful graphical workstations,
servers, and mainframes. The client/server model enables rightsizing, the selec
tion and location of computing resources according to the needs of individuals
and work groups.
One of the prime benefits of a client/server system is lower costs. Another is
improved productivity from the individual to the corporation that results from
better access to information and the distribution of resources through the corpo
ration. Individual systems can be targeted at the lowest common denominator
task by building for the average, not the peak. Peak loads can be managed with
other resources on the network, thus lowering the cost for each system.
Additional benefits of a client/server system are that it —
■ Allows new users easier access to existing resources because it requires
less training and has a shorter learning curve.
■ Leverages current investments in hardware, software, skills, and support.
■ Enables effective placement of data and computing resources.
■ Allows easier integration of new technology.
■ Enables graphical user interfaces to present data simultaneously from
multiple sources, local and remote.

Although client/server computing provides innovative solutions for a num
ber of businesses, it may not be the right solution for all. If the current legacy
system with its legacy applications performs the business requirements effectively
and efficiently, no conversion to a client/server system is necessary. Another pitfall to avoid is assuming that client/server problems can be resolved simply by
adding more processors to the system. The flexibility of the client/server systems
and the complexity of the networking demand careful planning up front.
Other pitfalls are:8
■ The hardware, software, and communications technology is neither
mature nor entirely stable, nor easy to assemble.
■ Because client/server is not well understood it is frequently sold inappro
priately or oversold to management and unsatisfied expectations result.
■ Redesign and reprogramming are not trivial exercises. Reengineering
may be a euphemism for starting again from scratch.
■ Users and user management cannot simply assume these responsibilities
without adequate training, preparation, and, in many cases the realign
ing of priorities and job descriptions.
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The issues of control, security, and continuity become even more impor
tant. This is attributable to the following:
— The increase in the number of people and processors
— The rapid change and potential instability of the hardware, software,
and network components
— The potential process mismatches that can result from isolated deci
sion making

13
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Future Trends and Directions of
Client/ServerComputing
This new wave of computing is not putting old wine in new bottles. In this new
world, old ways of information system operation do not work anymore. Business
strategy and information technology strategy are interdependent; they go hand
in hand and are parallel. As the business environment changes, information
technology will have to change in order to provide viable business solutions. As
information technology advances, business strategy will need to change in order
to exploit the new innovation.
Achieving interoperability is not easy. There is no single road map for suc
cess in meeting the current challenges presented by budget cuts, resource
reduction, organizational changes, and the struggle to stay competitive by
improving cycle time and quality.
As businesses become leaner, employees are becoming more involved in the
process of improving efficiency and defining innovative solutions; they are more
apt to look at old information in new ways and endeavor to become more sophis
ticated users. The workstation is critical to the innovative process by expanding
the user’s knowledge.
Sharing information and building solutions is the essence of client/server
computing. The full potential of global client/server computing is a reality that
should be brought into sharp focus today.

14

Glossary
It is inevitable that new terminology becomes necessary when a new computing
model is created. This glossary includes the basic terminology related to
client/server computing.
AppleTalk

This OSI-based LAN from Apple introduced in 1985 supports Apple’s propri
etary LocalTalk access method as well as Ethernet and Token Ring.
ARPANET (Advanced Research Projects Agency Network)

A research network funded by DARPA (originally ARPA) and built by BBN, Inc.,
in 1969, pioneered packet-switching technology and was the original backbone
and test bed for the now-gigantic Internet. In 1983, the military communications
part of it was split off into MILNET.
API (Application Programming Interface)

This set of functions and call programs allows clients and servers to intercommu
nicate, typically referred to as middleware.
Asymmetrical Protocols

There is a many-to-one relationship between clients and server. Clients always ini
tiate the dialog by requesting a service. Servers passively wait on requests from
the clients.
Back-End

This refers to the server’s database functions, which include storing, manipulat
ing, and protecting data.
Back-End Network

This is the connection of mainframe computers to mass storage devices, con
trollers, and file servers.
Client

This is a networked information requester, usually a PC or other programmable
workstation, that can query database and/or other information from a server.
DB2 (DataBase 2)

A relational DBMS from IBM that runs on large mainframes. DB2 is a full-fea
tured DBMS that has become IBM’s major database product. It uses the SQL
language interface.
DAL (Distributed Access Language)

Apple Computer’s SQL-based connectivity language which allows Macintosh
clients to access information residing on servers and host computers.
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DBMS (Database Management System)

This software controls the organization, storage, retrieval, security, and integrity
of data in a database. It accepts requests from the application and instructs the
operating system to transfer the appropriate data.
DECnet

Digital’s communications network supports Ethernet-style LANs and baseband
and broadband WANs over private and public lines and interconnects PDPs,
VAXs, PCs, Macs, and workstations. In DECnet philosophy, a node must be an
intelligent machine and not simply a terminal as in other systems.
DCE (Distributed Computing Environment)

This is an open software function (OSF) standard that allows compliant applica
tions to communicate with different operating systems on clients and servers.
Ethernet

IEEE 802.3 LAN standard originally developed by Xerox, Digital, and Intel uses
the CSMA/CD access method, transmits at 10Mbps, and can connect up to 1,024
nodes in total.
Front End

This is a client application for presenting, manipulating, and displaying data. It
works with a back-end processor.
Front-End Network

This is the interconnection of workstations, PCs, facsimiles, terminals, and printers.
GUI (Graphical User Interface)

This state-of-the-art practice for PC user interfaces is referred to as the WIMP
interface: windows, icons, menus, and pointers. A GUI can multiplex applications
on a single plate of glass so that a user can switch between applications, but each
application remains discrete and monolithic within its own window.
IEEE 802.2

The Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) standard for local area
networks covers network management and other aspects related to LANs. In par
ticular, 802.2 specifies the data-link layer for the following access methods: 802.3,
802.4, and 802.5.
IDAPI (Integrated Database Application Programming Interface)

This API from Borland International, IBM, Novell, and WordPerfect allows net
worked clients to access SQL and navigational database information from
servers. The API can reside on a client or server, and supports numerous client
and network operating systems, such as IBM’s OS/2 and Novell’s NetWare.
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IDMS (Integrated Data Management System)

This DBMS for mainframes and minis from Computer Associates was developed
at General Electric in the 1960s and marketed by Cullinane, later renamed
Cullinet. In 1989, Cullinet was acquired by Computer Associates and the IDMS/R
relational version of IDMS was renamed CA-IDMS/DB.
Internet

This is a large network made up of over 11,000 smaller networks, and offers open
systems interconnection via internetworking. It began as a test-bed system to meet
defense research needs. There are 1.7 million host computers hooked up to the
Internet worldwide and somewhere between 5 and 15 million individual users.
IP (Internet Protocol)

IP provides the basic mechanism for routing packets in the Internet. IP is not a
reliable communication protocol. It does not understand the relationships
between packets and does not perform retransmissions. IP requires higher level
protocols, such as TCP, to provide a reliable class of service.
Internetwork

This refers to a connected series of network segments, made possible by open
systems.
Interoperability

This term refers to the ability of one system to communicate with another.
Legacy System

Legacy system refers to the traditional mainframe system, which is usually based
on IBM 370 or 390 system architecture.
Middleware

This proprietary set of drivers, APIs, and software improves connectivity between
a client application and a server process.
Mix and Match

The ideal client/server software is independent of hardware or operating sys
tem software platforms. You should be able to mix and match client and server
platforms.
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface)

This is standard protocol for the interchange of musical information among
musical instruments, synthesizers, and computers. It defines the codes for a musi
cal event, which includes the start of a note, its pitch, length, volume, and
musical attributes, such as vibrato.
NetBIOS

NetBIOS provides a send/receive type of interface to the transport services. The
NetBIOS interface makes it easy to port to the TCP/IP environment communica
tions programs that are popular in the PC world.
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NetWare

This family of network operating systems from Novell, Inc., runs on 286s and up,
and supports DOS, OS/2, and Mac workstations. It works with a variety of LAN
access methods, including Token Ring, Ethernet, ARCNET, and Starlan.
ODBC (Open Database Connectivity)

This is an API from Microsoft Corp. for Windows-based clients. It allows users to
access data from various DBMS, such as IBM’s DB2 and Digital Equipment
Corp.’s Rdb.
Open System

This vendor-independent system is designed to interconnect with a variety of
products. It offers the advantages of portability, interoperability, and scalability.
ORACLE

This relational DBMS from Oracle Corp. runs on a wide variety of computers
from micro to mainframe. It was the first DBMS to incorporate the SQL lan
guage. Database applications can be created on a PC and easily moved to other
hardware platforms.
Query Tools

These applications serve as a connection between a user and a database so that
the user does not have to understand SQL or the ways of a database engine.
RDBMS (Relational Database Management System )

This is a database where information access is limited by the selection of rows
that satisfy all search criteria.
Repository

This database of information about applications software includes author, data
elements, inputs, processes, outputs, and interrelationships.
Router

This is hardware such as an IBM 6611 that provides a routing server program,
which dynamically creates and maintains network routing tables.
RPC (Remote Procedure Call)

This programming interface allows programs to invoke remote functions on a
server machine. The RPC software collects values from the parameters, forms a
message, and sends it to the remote server.
Server

This is a computer, which is either a PC workstation, minicomputer, or main
frame, which stores information or provides a process for use by networked
clients.
SQL (Structured Query Language)

This is a quasi-language and the de facto standard from IBM and American
National Standards Institution (ANSI) for addressing, creating, updating, or
querying relational databases.
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SNA (Systems Network Architecture)

IBM’s primary networking strategy, this was introduced in 1974. SNA is made up
of a variety of hardware and software products that all interact together.
Token Ring Network

This IBM LAN uses a special twisted wire cable and the token passing access
method transmitting at four or 16 Mbits/sec. It uses a star topology in which all
computers connect to a central wiring hub, but passes tokens to each of up to
255 stations in a sequential, ring-like sequence. Token Ring conforms to the
IEEE 802.5 standard.
TCP (Transmission Control Protocol)

TCP provides reliable, session-based service for the delivery of sequenced packets
across an internet.
UNIX

This is a multiuser, multitasking operating system from AT&T that runs on com
puters from micro to mainframe. UNIX is written in C (also developed at AT&T),
which can be compiled into many different machine languages, causing UNIX to
run in a wider variety of hardware than any other control program. UNIX has
thus become synonymous with open systems.
VAX (Virtual Address extension)

This family of 32-bit computers from Digital was introduced in 1977. VAX
machines range from desktop personal computers to large-scale mainframes.
Large VAXs can be clustered together to provide a multiprocessing environment
serving thousands of online users.
Videodisc

This read-only optical disc holds up to two hours of video data. Like a phono
graph record and CD player, most videodisc players provide direct access to any
location on the disc. Videodiscs are recorded in an analog format like videotape.
XBase

These are databases and application environments whose roots are derived from
dBASE.
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